There have been recent changes to Congressional District lines that affect the UPC and ISI/ICT campuses at USC.

**Previous Congressional Districts:**
- UPC: 33 (Congress Person, Henry Waxman)
- ISI: 36 (Congress Person, Paul Ruiz)
- ICT: 36 (Congress Person, Paul Ruiz)

**New Congressional Districts:**
- UPC: 37 (Congress Person, Karen Bass)
- ISI: 33 (Congress Person, Henry Waxman)
- ICT: 43 (Congress Person, Maxine Waters)

Please ensure all proposal cover letters contain the most up-to-date Congressional District information.

**Additional Proposal Information:**
DCG is committed to assisting USC Investigators by assuring the timely submission of complete and accurate proposals. We offer a Service Commitment for Proposal Review and Submission, which can be found [HERE](#). This includes an enhanced review for proposals ready for submission three days in advance of the sponsor's deadline as well as a simplified
Proposal Approval Record. It is imperative that proposals be received no later than 72 hours in advance of the sponsor's deadline to ensure a thorough review. Proposals received less than 72 hours in advance of the sponsor's deadline will receive a minimum review due to time constraints, which can adversely affect submissions. For more information on proposal preparation, please visit the DCG proposal preparation webpage located HERE.